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Ike Ikokwu 
The ‘Unlock Your Purpose Now’ Speaker 

Professional “FULL BIO” 
(first name is pronounced “Mike” but without the “M”; last name is pronounced “e-ko-ku”; rhymes 

with “He Owes You”; The “I” in his last name is pronounced as an “E” and the “w” is silent). 
 

Ike Ikokwu is a nationally recognized money expert, international speaker, best-selling author and 
successful entrepreneur who has previously held licenses as a CPA, CFP, Insurance and 
Investment Advisor.  After overcoming many setbacks in life and in business, Ike dedicated his life 
to helping others do the same and achieve satisfying success and significance both personally 
and professionally. 
 
Originally from Lagos Nigeria, Ike overcame challenging economic times upon arriving in USA.  He 
obtained a Bachelors’ in Accounting from Columbus State University and a Masters’ in Personal 
Financial Planning from Georgia State University.  He’s a Certified New Money Story Mentor-
Coach, a Certified Integrative NLP Practitioner, and a Certified Speaker, Teacher and Coach with 
The John Maxwell Team. 
 
With over 20 years serving clients, Ike helps entrepreneurs and individuals unlock their purpose 
so they can experience money and life abundantly.  He does this through his signature “money 
language mastery” private and group coaching programs. 
 
Ike has a passion for helping people from all walks of life overcome the magnetic pull of limiting 
beliefs from their past, so they can take action on present opportunities, and create a financially 
empowered life, designed around their purpose, that brings great success, satisfaction, and 
fulfillment to them. 
 
Ike’s varied leadership experiences from his roles as a Father, Husband, Professional, 
Entrepreneur, Money Expert and Minister, makes him an indispensable resource to many. 
His advice has been called upon by FOX Business, Chicago Tribune, FOX News, The Huffington 
Post, First Business, Christian Television Network, WATC 57 Atlanta and numerous other radio 
and print media outlets. 
 
Ike is the best-selling author of “Winning The Money Game: Separating The Myths From The Truth 
– Everything You Don’t Know About Achieving Financial Independence.”  He’s also the founder of 
Kingdom Millionaire Institute, a financial education, coaching, mentoring and consulting firm. 
 
He has the ability to change the way we think about things, the way we feel about things, and he 
can help us change our results like no one else you’ve ever seen.   
 
Ike resides in the Northern suburbs of Atlanta and enjoys traveling, reading, and following his 
favorite professional tennis and basketball players.  When not working, you will likely find Ike at 
home or out enjoying time with his wife, Emma, their children, Ella, Zion and Joelle, or out 
enjoying time with friends and other loved ones. 


